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Tekno agege music video

While Tekno seems to have lost his habit to back-to-back new acts like Zlatan to make hit songs, he thankfully remains relevant as a celebrated artist thanks to his beloved discography giving us hit songs like Pana and Yawa. His last two singles, Woman and Uptempo haven't gotten the best reception from fans, but he has to decide that with his latest
release, featuring Zlatan for a road-aspiring dance song, Agege. Phantom Agege has to produce mid-speed beat, traditional drum samples, guitar riffs, synths and a groove to percussion mix where Tekno and Zlatan meet vocal tilt comfortably. While Zlatan raps into his signature mix of English and Yoruba, Tekno has a plain spoken flow that listens like rap
as they both match his vibe with the point of his sensual desires. The music video plays in TG Omori's directions direction, showing dance strippers on a bus on the streets of Lagos and portraying some of the more provocative sides of Tekno and Zlatan as we see Tekno reimagine some of the signature dance moves from Michael Jackson's iconic thriller
music video. You can watch the music video for Agege below. Featured Image Credit: YouTube/TeknoMilesVEVO You are meeting Debola at a strange time in your life. He wandered into a dream and lost his way back. ICYMI @debola_abimbolu tweet on him: Watch music video for Tekno's socially conscious woman solo Everything you need to live well
Afrobeats singer-songwriter, Tekno recently released the official music video for his track Agege which features Zanku Pioneer, Zlatan. Earlier this week the artist came under fire for messaging semi-naked vixens in a transparent truck along the highways of Lagos and it appears it was part of the video as shown in the aforementioned truck and vixens video.
Tekno announced the release via Instagram with a title that read; Video #agege now officially out! Link bio on me.. Only one @boy_director In the video, we see Tekno chanting like a girl with the song I taste expensive while spraying money on vixens inside the transparent truck while Zlatan calls his usual adlibs. The highly anticipated video was shot and
directed by TG Omori in Lagos, Nigeria. See 'Agege' via YouTube below; Get news alerts on WhatsApp: +2348136370421 © 2020 Guardian newspaper. All rights reserved.
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